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Marshall Tucker Band 
Coming   Wednesday 
I'he  Marshall Tucker  Band  will appear in  concert March 5 at Hanner. 
Since 1969, when The Allman 
Brothers Band became the first 
original blues and boogie band in 
the South, there have been 
several additions to the list. 
Among these are the Marshall 
Tucker Band and Grinder Switch, 
appearing March 5 at the Hanner 
Fieldhouse. 
The Marshall Tucker Band, one 
of the South's biggest blues rock 
groups, is based in Spartanburg, 
South Carolina. The group 
features Tommy Caldwell, bass 
guitarist and vocalist; Toy 
Caldwell, lead, steel guitar, and 
vocals; George McCorkle, rhyth- 
m guitar; Doug Gray, lead vocals 
and   percussion;    Paul   Riddle 
Model UN Fund Short Of 1975 Goal- 
Student Activity Budget Provides Aid 
This year, Georgia Southern 
College will participate in the 
National Model United Nations 
held in New York City. In- 
volvement in the NMUN is a 
function of the GSC Political 
Science Department, and Dr. 
Lane Van Tassell is in charge of 
the event for the fourth con- 
secutive year. 
"The NMUN exists to give 
college students an inside view of 
what takes place in the United 
Nations. Any student who par- 
ticipates in this event cannot help 
but benefit from the experience," 
stated Dr. Van Tassell, "This 
year GSC is sending a delegation 
of students who applied last 
October. Since that date they 
have been spending their time 
researching their assigned 
country and becoming familiar 
with domestic issues. This year 
our assigned country is Uganda. 
We (the delegation) originally 
wanted to represent two coun- 
tries-the other being Jamaca. But 
the lack of funds this year made it 
impossible. 
"The fund raising has proved 
difficult-especially this year. 
Competition for the charity dollar 
is keen. But the CCC did lend its' 
support by donating $450; and the 
Student Activities Budget 
Committee has offered to match 
every dollar we make, up to $500. 
At this time we are ap- 
proximately $500 short of our 
goal. One of last year's delegates 
sent in a donation for this year's 
goup, and his example has been 
followed by others. Any help we 
can get will be greatly ap- 
preciated/ 
This year's 1975 delegation is 
made up of eleven GSC students. 
They, along with 1200 college age 
student from the United States 
and 32 other countries, will meet 
in New York City the week of 
April 21-27. The students will act 
as ambassadors from their 
assigned country and will be 
familiar with the country's 
political, social, and economic 
issues. During the conference, 
resolutions are debated and voted 
upon within the formal structures 
of the United Nations. Some of 
the major committees to be 
organized and their interests are 
as follows: 
1.) The Political Committee 
(Strengthening International 
Peace and Security, 
Peacekeeping, and Indian Ocean 
as Zone of Peace) 
2.) Social Humanitation and 
Cultural (Refugees, Apartheid, 
and Status of Women) 
3.) Legal Committees 
(Terrorism and Law of the Sea) 
4.) Conference on Multinational 
Corporations 
5.) World Disarmament 
Conference 
6.) Special Session of the GA on 
Raw Materials. 
7.) Advisory Committee on 
Administrative and Budgetary 
Questions 
8.) Committee of 24 on 
Decolonization 
drums, and percussion; and 
Jerry Eubands, alto sax, flute, 
and vocals. 
Lead guitarist Toy Caldwell 
explains, "When we formed this 
band, we said, 'Man, let's quit 
doing all this copy music and try 
to be a little more original about 
it all. Let's play what we want to 
play.' " Their determination to 
"go for broke" and devote all of 
their efforts towards the success 
of the band has placed the group 
in the spotlight of national 
prominence. 
Marshall Tucker was thrust 
into national prominence with 
their first album The Marshall 
Tucker Band. The followup 
album, A New Life, did quite well 
on the national charts. With the 
production of the second album, 
the group was reviewed as "the 
best new band to come out of the 
South" and "ready for headliner 
status." Their latest album 
Where We All Belong combines a 
dynamic live performance and 
superbly smooth studio tracks. 
Commenting on the success of 
The Marshall Tucker Band, Toy 
Caldwell says, "We sold this band 
through our own gigs. We went 
out there and played our asses 
off." 
Grinder Switch, composed of 
four Floridians, is based in the 
"Southern Capital of Boogie," 
Macon, Georgia. Their music 
rests on a bedrock foundation of 
Continued on |»g. 2 
Proceeds Go To Clements Stadium 
Globetrotters To Kick Off Fund Campaign 
Applications 
I 
! For CCC Offices | 
!       Accepted       | 
! Until Tomorrow| 
Meadowlark Lemon will bring his internationally known Harlem 
Globetrotters to Georgia Southern on Thursday, March 13, at 8:00 p.m. 
to mark the full-scale kickoff for the J.I. Clements Memorial Stadium 
Fund     Campaign. 
The basketball magicians will bring their act to the Hanner 
Fieldhouse under the auspices of the Georgia Southern Foundation, 
with all college proceeds from the performance going to the J.I. 
Clements Memorial Stadium drive. 
"This is truly a great way to kick off the major gifts campaign for 
the stadium," explained Lehman Franklin, Jr., Campaign Chairman 
of the J.I. Clements Memorial Stadium Drive. "It's the beginning of 
two great goals for the drive. First, it will provide the means to per- 
petuate the memory of J.I. Clements, whose work and dedication to 
Georgia Southern and the community built the Eagle athletic program 
into a place of national prominence. And secondly, it will develop a 
first-class facility for one of the nation's great intercollegiate baseball 
programs." 
Franklin also stated that the Globetrotters' appearance would be 
only the beginning of the major gifts campaign, which would result in 
funding for the new baseball stadium at Georgia Southern. 
"We're planning for March 13 to be a great night at Georgia 
Southern," Franklin continued. "And we hope folks from throughout 
southeast Georgia will journey to Statesboro to see the Harlem 
Globetrotters and support this campaign to complete this marvelous 
structure in the memory of J.I. Clements. It will be a tremendous 
program and will help make the dream of the stadium a reality." 
Ticket prices for the Globetrotters' performance are $5.00 for all 
chairback seats,. $4.00 for all sideline bleacher seats, and $3.00 for all 
end zone seats. Tickets may be ordered by telephone or mail beginning 
Monday, February 24. Phone orders will be taken at 681-5600, ext. 551 
while mail orders should be sent to Tickets, Harlem Globetrotters, 
Box 8124, Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, Georgia. 
Tickets will go on sale beginning Thursday, February 27, at the GSC 
Public Services—Continuing Education Building and at the main 
office and branches of the Bulloch County and Sea Island Banks. 
In the midst of their 49th year, the Globetrotters have earned the 
1 Continued on pg. 2 A 'Globie' performs basketball magic. 
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Ethics And New Medicine f 
Outreach To Hold Lectures 
The question of abortion and 
ethical problems related to organ 
transplants and personality 
alteration are among topics to be 
discussed by Dr. Harmon L. 
Smith at the Church of the 
Outreach in Statesboro on March 
8-9. 
Three lectures on "Ethics and 
the New Medicine" will be of- 
fered at The Outreach to the 
medical and church communities 
in Bulloch and adjacent counties 
by Dr. Smith, who is professor of 
moral theology and also 
professor of community health 
sciences in the medical college at 
Duke University. 
On Saturday, March 8 at 4 p.m., 
Dr. Smith will speak on "The 
Problem of Consent: the 
physician, the patient, and the 
family  in  relation  to  organ 
transplants, personality 
alterations, and other medical 
problems." 
Following dutch dinner at 
nearby restaurants, Dr. Smith 
will lecture on "The Question of 
Abortion" at 7:30 Saturday 
evening at The Outreach. 
On Sunday morning, March 9, 
Dr. Smith will speak at 10:30 at 
The Outreach on "The Future of 
Biomedical Ethics." 
Dr. Smith has lectured in more 
than 50 universities and 25 
medical schools and hospitals in 
Europe and America. He is 
author of Ethics and the New 
Medicine and co-author of The 
Christian and His Decisions and 
The Promiscuous Teenager. 
He is an ordained priest of the 
Episcopal Church. He has 
received   numerous   awards, 
grants, and fellowships, in- 
cluding the Faculty Fellowship 
Award from the American 
Association of Theological 
Schools. He is a Research Fellow 
in Neurologic Surgery, St. 
Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, N.Y. 
He is a native of Mississippi. 
The local invitation committee 
is composed of Dr. Larry C. 
Dekle, Dr. M.C. Anders, Dr. 
Herbert Smith, Dr. Roger 
Branch, and Dr. Keith Hartberg. 
Due to limited facilities at The 
Outreach (3 East Kennedy 
Street, Statesboro), it is 
suggested that persons interested 
in attending one or more lectures 
might contact Dr. George H. 
Shriver, Outreach Host, P.O. Box 
2122, Statesboro or telephone 764- 
7426. 
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CCC Ends Nominations Friday 
Applications are presently 
being accepted from those 
wishing to run for a CCC office for 
the year 1975-76. Those interested 
should drop by the CCC office in 
the upstairs of Williams Center 
and sign the nominations sheet. 
The final day for applications is 
6:00p.m. tomorrow, February 28. 
To hold an office in the CCC it is 
not necessary to have had 
previous experience in the 
desired office in the CCC it is not 
necessary to have had previous 
experience in the desired office 
and one's classification (grade 
level) is immaterial. The CCC 
officers of this year will leave 
office on May 1, 1975. But, during 
the week before exams this 
winter quarter, orientation will 
begin with the incoming officers 
under the previous officers' 
direction. 
Any applicant for a CCC 
position. 
1) Must fill out appropriate 
forms in the CCC office; 
2) Must not currently be under 
Concert 
 ■Continued from pg. I 
traditional and electric blues. 
The members of the group 
include Dru Lombar, lead guitar 
and vocals; Larry Howard, 
guitar; Joe Dan Petty, bass; and 
Rick Burnett, drums. 
Grinder Switch recorded their 
first album in February, 1974 at 
the Capricorn Studios in Macon. 
Produced by Paul Hornsby, 
Honest to Goodness is a 
representation of contemporary 
blues-rock. The group followed 
the release of this album with a 
series of tours with Allman 
Brothers, Wet Willie, and Mar- 
shall Tucker. Their latest LP is 
Peach County Jamboree. 
Georgia Southern student 
tickets are on sale at the Mc- 
Croan Box Office from 2-5 p.m. 
Advanced tickets are $2.50 while 
tickets at the door will be $3.00. 
General admission tickets, 
$4.50 in advance, and $5.00 at the 
door, are on sale at Lafayette's in 
the Statesboro Mall and at The 
Music Box on Main Street. 
The Marshall Tucker Band has 
earned a reputation as one of the 
hardest-working, crowd -pleasing 
bands   around   the   country. 
Grinder Switch another 
Southern blues and boogie band, 
is headquarted in Macon, 
Georgia. 
academic     or     disciplinary 
probation; 
3) Must plan to be enrolled for 
fall, winter, and spring quarters; 
4) Must have a 2.0 minimum 
GPA at time of nomination, and 
must maintain it throughout the 
term of office; 
5) Must be registered for more 
than five (5) quarter hours at the 
time of nomination, and 
throughout each quarter in office. 
Positions for President, Vice- 
President, Coordinator of 
Budgetary Affairs, Coordinator 
of Co-curricular Activities, and 
Coordinator of Auxiliary Services 
will be open. 
PIRG Hosts Film Festival, 
W.C. Fields Featured 
The PIRG (Public Interst Research Group) will present a Nostalgia 
Film Festival tonight at the Biology Lecture Hall. The movies will be 
shown twice—once from 7:00-9:00 p.m. and the other from 9:00-11:00 
p.m. Tickets will be on sale in the Landrum Center all day, and the 
tickets will also be sold at the door. The price is 75 cents each. 
The short films include W.C. Fields (The Great Chase; The Great 
McConigle; Fatal Glass of Beer), Laurel and Hardy (Night Owls), The 
Marx Brothers (This is War; Pig-Skin Caper), and the Three Stooges 
(As Even as IOU). Each short lasts an average of 8-10 minutes. 
Harlem Globetrotters 
Singing his way into the hearts of a large audience in Foy 
Auditorium is a contestant in the 3rd. Annual Miss Veazey Pageant. 
The winner of the pageant (not shown) was George Smith. 
Ms. Veazey Crowned 
; Continued from page 1. 
reputation as the "world's greatest family entertainment." Over the 
years the Globetrotters have played before more than 75 million 
people in 94 countries and have traveled over eight million miles 
around the world. 
During their illustrious career, the "Globies" have won 11,572 
games while losing only 323. On their three world tours, they have a 
perfect 343-0 record. 
By BRENDA BETHEL 
G-A Staff Writer 
On Thursday, February 20, 
George Smith was crowned as 
Miss Veazey Hall, 1975, in the 
Miss Veazey Reverse Beauty 
Pageant sponsored by the 
Winburn and Veazey Hall House 
Councils. 
:;.Am.^y;»,iS*v.:v.. ■■tevimhM 
Majorettes:    Let Us Entertain You' 
Pictured above are the Georgia Southern 
majorettes. They are: front row, Terry Spivey; 
second row, Connie Brown, Beth Candler; and 
third row. Sue McGlauflin. The majorettes have 
twirled at several home basketball games this 
year, and will be performing for the last time 
this season at the game on Saturday night. Their 
routine will consist of a specially choreographed 
dance to the Academy Award-winning song, 
"The Entertainer."' 
The contestants competed in 
swimsuit, streetwear, talent, and 
formal competitions. Among the 
talent presentations were Cary 
Jackson, dressed in a midriff 
blouse and long skirt, pan- 
tomining "If It Feels Good;" and 
Glenn Posey singing and dancing 
to the "The Charleston." Winner 
George Smith pantomined "Rub 
It In" while dressed in a hula 
skirt and halter top. 
George Smith was crowned by 
Randy Poole, Miss Veazey Hall, 
1974. Cary Jackson was crowned 
1st runner-up and Mack Camp- 
bell won the position of 2nd 
runner-up. 
Smith, Jackson, Campbell, 
Mike Wester, and Welton Pruitt 
were chosen as the five semi- 
finalists after competing in 
streetwear, swimwear, talent, 
and formal wear events. George 
Smith was also chosen as Miss 
Congeniality by the other con- 
testants. 
Dr. Clarence McCord, head of 
the Department of Speech and 
Drama, was the Master of 
Ceremonies for the contest. 
Special entertainment between 
the events was provided by Glen 
Waters and Woody Ulmer, Vally 
Sharpe and Sharon Buford, and 
Dr. McCord. 
Judges  were   Bill   Holloway, 
Kerbylene    Stephens,    Lewis 
Stewart, Dr. Nicholas W. Quick, 
and  Dean  and  Mrs.   Ben  W. , 
Waller. 
This   was   the   third   annual 
pageant. Each contestant in the 
pageant was aided in clothing , 
and make-up by a sponsor from 
Winburn Hall. 1 
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Action-Reaction: Campus Opinion 
Jim Kplcv 
Susan Cox 
Mike Jones 
QUESTION: What is your opinion of the tuition 
hike? 
Jim Epley (Junior-Psychology) 
They said 15 percent raise isn't substantial and 
won't hurt the students. But I'm not sure if the 
Board of Regents would consider the same in- 
crease in their income-tax or insurance. They 
wouldn't consider that a small increase, they'd 
rate it substantial. If that percentage increase 
wouldn't affect them, then it wouldn't us. But I 
don't think it works that way. 
Susan Cox (Sophomore-Art Education) 
I don't think it's necessary. I pay out-of-state. I 
don't see that the extra $17 is going to make any 
differences for the school   My father is in the 
army, and my out-of-state fee will increase. 
Mike Jones (Junior-Elementary Education) 
The way everything else is going up, I guess it 
can only be expected. I paid $1000 to go out of 
state, so to me it's not much. It is cheap as hell to 
go to school here. But if everyone keeps raising 
prices a little bit here, a little bit there, where 
will it end? 
Ruth Settles (Freshman-Art) 
If expenses go up, I don't see how they can 
avoid it. I had a scholarship to another school, 
and it was still cheaper to go here. I think quality 
of education is the same. I like it better here than 
at the school I could have gone to. 
Dan Bouknight (Senior-Geology) 
Every year I've been here it's gone up. I ex- 
pect it, but don't like it. It's expected. 
Vally Sharpe (Sophomore-Math) 
It was probably necessary. $17 is not that much 
of hike, but anything more would work a hard- 
ship on a lot of people. Why not tuition, 
everything else is going up? 
Kuth Settles 
Dan Itouknight 
Vally Sharpe 
Herbert Miller To Speak 
Herbert E. Miller, author of 
many leading textbooks in ac- 
counting and member of one of 
the nation's leading accounting 
firms,   will  speak  at  Georgia 
Southern on Thursday, March 6, 
at 3 p.m. The lecture, which is 
open to the public, will be held in 
the Biology Building lecture hall. 
Miller is author of the text, 
"Principles of Accounting, Ad- 
vanced," which is used at 
Georgia Southern. He is a 
member of the Arthur Andersen 
and Company Accounting firm in 
Chicago. 
FRANKLIN'S 
Feature Value of the Week 
U.S. Choice Corn-Fed Chopped 
Sirloin Steak Served with 
Tossed Green Salad, French Fries, 
and bread. 
ONLY $ 1.99 
Offer Good From 5 P.M. til Closing 
February 24 thru March 2 
t "\ 
people at southern 
Dr. Harry Cowart, Department of Instruction, Reading Specialist 
Program, recently participated in the meeting of the Chatham County 
Chapter of the International Reading Association. His topic of 
presentation was "The Need for Diagnosing Reading Difficulties in 
the Schools." The meeting was attended by classroom teachers of 
reading, reading specialists, and administrators from Georgia and 
South Carolina. 
••• 
Dr. William Hitchcock , Head, Department of Educational 
Psychology and Guidance, has been elected to serve on the Board of 
Directors of the Georgia Vocational Guidance Association. He was 
elected at a recent meeting of the Association held in Macon. Dr. 
Hitchcock's term of service is for one year. 
••• 
Dean Starr Miller will be a participant in a regional workshop on in- 
service education in Atlanta on Monday and Tuesday, Feburary 24-25, 
1975. For the remainder of the week, he will attend the American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education as the chief in- 
stitutional representative of Georgia Southern. 
• •• 
Dr. Robert Nelson, assistant professor of Chemistry at GSC, 
presented a research paper at the recent American Physical Society 
Meeting in Atlanta. 
The paper, entitled "Calculations of Effusive-Flow Patterns - 
Scattering Chambers with Rectangular Slits," presented the results of 
calculations carried out at Georgia Southern in collaboration with Dr. 
Sam Colgate of the University of Florida. The research was partially 
supported by a Faculty Research Grant from GSC. 
Nelson, who has taught at GSC since 1970, received his Ph.D. degree 
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1968. 
PATTERSON 
<  -GRIFFIN - 
SHOES 
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Presenting 
Daniels 
For Spring 
i 
Natural 
Leather 
$16.00 
White 
Leather 
$16.00 
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Margo Lemacks 
Need A Job? 
That's A Joke 
J 
G-A Comments On... 
Vandalism 
In an incident called "isolated" 
by Chief Harold Howell of 
campus security, the window 
shield and back window were 
broken from a students' car 
which was parked on Perimeter 
Road, last night. 
Scott Williams, a freshman 
here at GSC, stated to security 
officers that he parked the 
automobile on the edge of 
Perimeter Road after having 
engine trouble and that he did not 
know of the alleged vandalism 
until security officers, routinely 
examining the abandoned 
vehicle, observed the damage 
and contacted him, the person to 
whom the car was registered. 
In a recent issue of the (Jeorge- 
Anne. a page two news article 
applauded the fact that van- 
dalism was on the decrease at 
GSC. At that time, Larry Davis, 
director of housing, stated that 
most of the destruction of 
property occurs in the dor- 
mitories and that even the in- 
cidence of this type was declining 
since the end of the Vietnam 
conflict and resulting the rise of 
student calibre. 
Other campus say that theft is 
down and that most of the present 
damage is done by accident. But 
there are still those "isolated 
incidents" which give the whole 
school a bad name. There are still 
those few students who feel that 
they can get their "kicks" at the 
expense of others, whether it be 
individual students or the student 
body as a whole. 
I heard a good joke the other 
day. It seems this guy who had 
just graduated from college with 
a degree in — uh — well, I can't 
remember the degree, but it 
doesn't matter anyway — went to 
this big company's personnel 
department. He walked in, ap- 
proached the receptionist and 
asked to see the man in charge of 
hiring. After a short wait, the 
former student was ushered into 
a plush office and took a seat. 
"What can I do for you?" the 
company man asked. 
"I'd like to apply for a job," he 
replied matter-of-factly. 
The personnel director 
laughed. 
+ + + 
Unless a great miracle is 
performed in the job market 
between now and June, those of 
us who walk across the stage in 
Hanner Fieldhouse to take that 
hard won diploma, may as well 
have spent four years in the 
Foreign Legion. 
Members of the George-Anne 
were in attendance this past 
weekend at a convention of all 
stalfs of college newspapers in 
Georgia. Part of the program 
that we participated in was a 
panel discussion with members 
of the Georgia Press Association, 
namely people involved with 
newspapers in the state. The 
topic for our discussion was, in 
part, the job market for future 
journalists. Although the senior 
members of the panel did a 
commendable job of hiding it, the 
truth, as always, will out and it 
became evident to all of us there 
that there is no longer any such 
thing as a job market. 
Being on a college campus, 
makes the situation all the more 
evident to use since everybody 
seems to be looking for a job. One 
girl I know will finish here in 
March with a degree in Social 
Work. Right now, here only lead 
on a job is with a house painter. 
Another student with a degree in 
art is currently employed as a 
maintainence worker (a glorified 
janitor) in a nearby factory. 
There is even one guy I know who 
looked so long for a job without 
results that he joined the army. 
My intent is not to degrade the 
importance of a college education 
since I feel that the entire 
education we receive in the 
college community is one that 
cannot be replaced by any 
amount of working experience. 
Yet the drastic situation still 
exists. 
And June 7, about 1,000 people 
will leave Georgia Southern 
College in search of work they 
each feel will be rewarding to 
them mentally as well as 
financially. 
Yes, times are hard. The 
country is fast nearing the 
depression stage in economics. 
But personally, I can take any 
amount of poverty, rather than 
be imprisoned in a job which I 
abhore and which brings me no 
mental or spiritual joy. 
Salley Cotten 
CCC Offers Prestige, 
Experience, Headache 
Office Hours w n rf 
Margo Lemacks •• ••■• ■• • ••" •    ;^n x_2 
Salley Cotten .1-2 
Michael Thompson  2 3 
DianeCappelli ■   
As this paper goes to press, 
very few students have signed up 
to run for Central Co-ordinating 
Committee (CCC) offices. 
Unless at least a few people show 
up by tomorrow, Friday, 
February 28, to run, next year 
could be a very bleak one indeed 
lor the CCC. 
Signs now posted on campus 
urging students to sign the 
nominations sheet do an accurate 
job ot summing up an officer's 
position by proclaiming "Money, 
Prestige, Experience, 
Headache." 
Holding an office in student 
government is probably one of 
the most advantageous extra- 
curricula activities in which a 
student can engage. Without 
meaning to sound mercenary, it 
must be admitted that when one 
is out into the 'real world' and 
applying for a job, it can never 
hurt to have one's transcripts 
record that he played an active 
part in student affairs. 
Working with the CCC is an 
excellent way to gain the same 
type ol experience that is 
acquired through an internship 
program, without even having to 
leave campus. (Not to mention to 
tact that all CCC offices are 
paying positions....) 
And while the jobs are not all 
glamour and do entail a good deal 
of hard work (the CCC admits 
that offices promote not only 
prestige, but the 
And while the jobs are not all 
glamour and do entail a good deal 
of hard work (the CCC admits 
that offices promote not only 
prestige, but also headache), the 
student government needs the 
students if it is stay alive and 
well, and at the same time 
students can derive benefits by 
working with their governmen' 
Apply TODAY!! 
The MISCELLANY, literary publication of GSC, has announced that 
its deadline for submitting all material is April 4. Any student who is 
currently enrolled is eligible to submit original work in the area of 
poetry short story, essay, musical composition, and art, including 
photography, prints, and drawing. Students who write m foreign 
languages are also encouraged to participate. All contributions may 
be sent to the MISCELLANY, box 8023, the Dept. of English. Any 
additional questions, comments, or suggestions should also be sent to 
that address. .  
r th< "\ 
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You Said It 
\= 
Student Gripes 
About G-A Gripes 
Dear Ms. Editor: 
Gripe! Gripe! Gripe! Is that all 
editors of the G-A can do? Never 
a sweet lip for anything once in a 
while? 
In Ms. Cotten's editorial on the 
GSC lakes, graceful pines, and 
building expansions, the only 
thing she could say was negative. 
The library is "monstrous," the 
lake is "spoiled," while 
everything WAS "graceful," 
"mellow," and "sacred." Come 
on, Cotten, quit acting like a 
bunny-tail about the whole thing! 
The old library is crowded. It's 
not as completely facilitated as a 
college library should be. I'm 
sure the new one will be more 
roomy, have the conveniences of 
a good library, and will provide a 
more comfortable place to study, 
read, or whatever. That is, if 
local newspapers have not lied. 
Guest Column 
Most humans will appreciate this 
library. 
As for your "air of the en- 
• onment...that grabs your souls 
c«.id makes you want to confide 
your secrets to the earth," baby, 
you sure breathe some weird kind 
of air! None of your aesthetic 
qualities are going to be 
destroyed. If you feel they are 
because a few changes around a 
pond are being made, go 
downstairs from your office and 
talk to one of the counselors. 
Are you one who enjoys resting 
your feet and relaxing around the 
lake? If so, I suppose you claim 
responsibility for littering in and 
around the water? Bottles, cans, 
wrappers, paper, food, and other 
forms of trash are constantly 
being raked out of the water and 
from your squatting areas. 
Should you feel the need to litter, 
throw down dollar bills. Then we 
won't have to worry about paying 
people to pick up your garbage. 
This new park ain't gonna be 
all that bad, sweetheart. I'd lay 
money that just as many people 
(or more) will enjoy the modern 
Eden as did the old one. I believe 
it will be a very pleasing spot 
with an appetizing environment. 
But if you really detest this 
campus improvement, and 
consider your "Thoreau-like 
reverie" destroyed, I guess you'll 
have to creep into the corner of 
your closet and pick your nose 
and whimper. 
All my love, 
Hubert Knauf f 
CLB Announces 
New Office Hours 
Dear Editor: 
As many students know, there 
has been a change made in the 
structure of the College Union 
Board. Hopefully, a knowledge of 
some of the details of this new 
framework will encourage more 
student-faculty feedback and 
participation, as well as some 
awareness of the scope of CUB- 
sponsored activities and an 
understanding  of some of the 
Educated Athlete - Here To Stay 
■>> Marsha Cornier 
Women's Tennis Coach 
I have often heard that 
athletics housed an area for 
people with strong bodies and 
weak minds. This ancient and 
untrue myth simply does not 
apply to the majority of today's 
athletes. One, as a former 
collegiate athlete, I know that 
good athletes must develop 
superb mental abilities to benefit 
properly from any physical 
abilities. Second, coaches seek 
players who can become as much 
a part of the teaching process as 
the learning process. The day of 
the educated athlete is here to 
stay. 
Working with women's athletic 
programs, it is challenging to 
witness teams which strive to 
maintain high scholastic 
achievements, solid and mature 
characters, and to promote good 
sportsmanship in competition. 
Female athletes tend to carry 
many of the traditional "female 
characteristics" into their world 
of competition.  The quest for 
answers to many questions, the 
aspiring curiosity, the supposed 
sixth sense, the unending 
commitment and dedication, and 
the awesome why's are just apart 
of coaching the ladies. It is for 
reasons such as these that 
women's athletics offers such 
strong rewards. Coaches are 
challenged to think deep and 
quick, and to produce adequate, 
justifiable reasons for most 
actions. For example, if an 
athlete is injured, he or she needs 
to understand the cause of the 
injury, the procedures to curtail 
the seriousness of the injury, and 
the reasons for a good 
rehabilitation program related to 
the injury. When a strategy is 
called during competition, it is 
important that the athlete not 
only be able to perfect a specific 
technique, but to understand the 
options available to each 
member of the team. 
Most females will not have 
collegiate athletics and move into 
professional ranks at the present 
stage. Therefore, our athletic 
programs for women must be 
designed to offer experiences and 
rewards which will produce 
deeper insight and meet the 
challenges of life's situations. A 
physically healthy female, a 
competent thinking female, and a 
wise competitive female can only 
be assets to helping our country 
maintain its strength and position 
in world affairs. Athletic par- 
ticipation can help achieve these 
goals. President Ford recently 
upheld the need for athletics as a 
building block of a solid and 
strong society. 
Next time you witness an 
athlete practicing and working 
out, male or female, bet that his 
or her mind is working just as 
hard as their body. If he or she is 
a really good athlete, you'll win 
your bet every time. There has to 
be more in order to win than a 
sweaty brow and tired muscles. 
Jim's House of Styles 
Unisex Salon 
764-2122 
By appointment 
Trichologist   -   Skin   Care   -   Individualized 
Hair   Styles 
Blow Cuts 
a complete Redken & Jhirmack 
retail center for your home 
hair and skin needs. 
Town  and 
Campus 
Pharmacy 
i 
'/: 2 
SALE 
Cosmetics 
and 
Jewelry 
Y2 Price 
Town and Campus 
Pharmacy 
University Plaza 
problems that the board must 
deal with. 
We would like very much for 
students to come by the CUB 
office (upstairs Williams Center, 
Room 106) or call (ext. 442) with 
any questions, suggestions, 
comments, or complaints. All 
members of the board are now 
keeping office hours, and most 
questions can be answered by 
any of these members. However, 
CUB members have now been 
assigned to specialize in certain 
areas, so any student interested 
in a particular activity can refer 
to the following schedules of 
assignments and office hours: 
Activity areas and specialists- 
Video-tape program—Johnny 
Pride and Larry Mitchell 
Coffeehouses—Melissa Rice 
and Chan Harward, Tour- 
naments—Susan Simpson and 
Gloria Cahoon 
Art Exhibits—Susan Simpson 
and Chan Harward 
Special Programs (such as 
dinner theater)—Susan Simpson 
and Carole Kirkland 
Movies—Larry Mitchell and 
Gloria Cahoon 
Concerts—Carole Kirkland, 
Melissa Rice, and Johnny Pride 
Publicity—Chan Harward and 
Carole Kirkland 
Office Hours: 
Larry Mitchell: 10-12:30 and 2- 
3:30 Daily; 3:30-4:30 T,W,F 
Chan Harward: 10-11 and 3-3:30 
Daily 
Carole Kirkland: 1-2:30 
M,W,Th; 1-2T, 1-2:30 T, Th 
Gloria Cahoon: 10-11 and 12-1 
M,W,F; 12-1 T, Th 
Johnny Pride: 12-1:30 M, W, 
Th, F; 1-2 and 3-3:30 T 
Melissa Rice; 3-4:30 Daily 
Cimliiuit-ri on pagc.ti. 
Unwanted Hair Can Be 
Removed Permanently! 
One of the greatest blemishes to feminine 
loveliness is hair which grows where 
beauty decree^ no hair should grow. If 
you are one of the many women who 
suffer the embarrassment of beauty-blem- 
ishing hair, whether it is on your face, 
arms, legs or body; then electrolysis is for 
you. Find out the facts! Call for 
information or a consultation appointment 
at no charge or obligation. 
Call: Mrs. Arlene Franklin 
Certified Electrologist 
Crossroads —M^^fc^ 764-9850 
Executive Park ^s£§      g»P^     Statesboro, Ga. 
(Suite 104) *c^^^_ 30458 
GOOD NEWS FROM 
THE TOWN GRIER 
After the Game! 
PANCAKE & WAFFLE 
SUPPER AT  LANDRUM  CENTER, 
¥ 
*1°°   ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
After the Jacksonville University Game 
- Feb. 27 9:30 - 11:30 
Fruit Flavored Flips and Waffles 
Sausage - Bacon - Juice 
Music by Clayton Yawn 
f 
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Classified Ads 
Lost 
LOST: Small, female bird dog. 
Grey with black markings. Lost! 
Friday in the West Jones vicinity. 
Answers to the name 'Toots'." 
Reward offered. Call 681-1066 
before 6 p.m. and 764-7114 after 6 
p.m. 
LOST: Girl's wristwatch with 
red suede band and illuminated 
dial. Contact Cathy Butler at 681- 
1013. 
LOST: One silver cross ink pen 
with the name Suzanne Taylor 
inscribed on the barrel. Lost in 
the vicinity of Olliff Hall. If 
found, please contact: Suzanne 
Taylor, L.B. 10239, Olliff Hall-304, 
Ext. 378. 
LOST: Brown key case 
wrapped with red reflective tape. 
If found, write Ed Anderson at 
Landrum Box 10589. They are 
very important. 
LOST: 2 Chrysler Car Keys, 
silver and blue, brass house key 
on a key ring. Lost near Lan- 
drum Parking Lot or near Foy 
Fine Arts. Turn in to G-A office or 
call 681-1165. 
Found 
FOUND: Female's Lucerne 
silver watch, behind Math- 
Physics Building. Contact Jay, 
Landrum Box 10712. 
FOUND: Small black dog- 
female, with a white collar. 
Call 681-1013 or ext. 462. 
FOUND: In classroom of 
Newton Building, burnt orange 
jacket. Claim in department of 
Sociology and Anthropology, 
Newton 101. 
FOUND: Pinkie ring with 3 
initials. Claim at the department 
of Sociology and Anthropology, 
Newton 101. 
For Sale 
FOR SALE: Electric Guitar 
with amplifier and case—wood 
grain finish. $50.00 or best offer. 
Call 681-1312 after 6 p.m. 
FOR SALE: 1970 custom 
Impala hardtop. A.C. Fully 
Equipped. Excellent condition. 
$999. Call 764-4960. 
FOR SALE: Bell and Howell 
portable cassette recorder with 
remote control microphone and 
batteries. Brand-new. Call ext. 
341. 
FOR SALE: Deluxe record 
player, stereo headphones, two 
speakers, 45 rpm adapter, like 
new, $40.00. Rotary controls for 
volume , bass, treble and 
balance. Contact through Lan- 
drum Box 8746-Montell Clifton. 
FOR SALE: 1974 VW Bug. (Not 
super beetle). Excellent con- 
dition Excellent condition. Bright 
orange. $2,300. 8 mos. old, 19,000 
actual miles. Is extra car to a 
couple, so isn't needed. Contact 
Mrs. Barney Dickerson at 764- 
5457 from 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
weekdays at Statesboro Auto 
Parts. After 6 p.m. on weekdays, 
and weekends, call 865-2252. 
FOR SALE: Ladies' 10-speed 
bicycle and stationary exercise 
bicycle. Both in excellent con- 
dition. Bicycle sold for $65 - will 
sell for $45. Stationary Bike sold 
for $49 - will sell for $30. Call 681- 
4290. 
FOR SALE: Boy's 10-speed 
bicycle. Excellent condition. Call 
681-2941, and ask for Steve. 
Announcements 
There will be an invitational badminton tournament Saturday, 
March 8 beginning at 9 a.m. There will be both men's and women's 
singles and doubles tournaments in student and open divisions and 
mixed doubles in the open division. Trophies will be awarded to first 
and second place winners. Entry blanks can be obtained at the P.E. 
Dept. office. 
***** 
Statesboro Unitarian-Universalist Fellowship will meet Sunday, 
March 2, 1975 in the conference room of the Newton Building at 7:30 
p.m. Speaker will be Justine Mann, Head of the Dept. of Political 
Science. The title of her talk is "The concept of guilt where religious 
and psychiatric practices fail." 
Winter Exam Schedule 
Saturday, March 15 9 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
All 10th period classes 
All Health 121 and 221 
Monday, March 17 9 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
All 8th period classes 
All 3rd period classes 
Tuesday, March 18 9 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
All 5th period classes 
All 1st period classes 
Wednesday, March 19 9 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
All 7th period classes 
All 2nd period classes 
Thursday, March 20 9 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
All 6th period classes 
All 9th period classes 
Friday, March 21 9 a.m. All 4th period classes 
FOR SALE: 125 Suzuki Rqad 
and Dirt Bike. Good condition. 
Call 764-9089 or can be seen at 19 
W. Grady, Apt. 4. 
FOR        SALE: Fender 
Stratocaster, Sunburst Finish. 
Maple neck. Excellent condition. 
Also case. Contact 681-1709 or 
Landrum Box 10752. 
For Rent 
FOR RENT: Nice, two- 
bedroom mobile home with large 
carpeted living room and a bar. 
Furnished. Air-conditioned. 
Located close to GSC on a large 
lot in a quiet area. Plenty of 
room. Not crowded. Call now 681- 
2849. 
Needed 
NEEDED: A ride with 
someone to Savannah next 
quarter every day from 8-4:00. 
Will help share expenses. Contact 
Tony Nottoli-Landrum 11263. 
NEEDED: Commuters to 
Savannah. Departure at 10 a.m. 
arrival back in Savannah 3:00 
p.m. Call Karen Overstreet at 
Ext. 537 or Nancy Highsmith at 
Ext. 339. Or write Box 8034. 
NEEDED:  Mother's helper for 
graduate   assistant.   Flexible 
hours,  negotiable  pay.   Contact 
'Mary Alice Ferrelle, 764-9297. 
Work Wanted 
WORK WANTED; Auto 
Mechanic. Tune-ups, general 
repair, VW spec. Contact Grady 
Haren, Landrum Box 10371. 
Expert T.V. repair by a 
qualified technician. Fast, 
reliable service, plus low prices. 
Call 681-2849. 
For Spring term, desire to 
swap baby-sitting. Tentatively 
available for morning until 
(12:00) fifth period, and after 
(3:00) seventh period. Contact 
Ann Wilson, Landrum Box 9073, 
or 764-3769 from 4-6 p.m. 
WORK WANTED: Dependable 
typing service. Typed for GSC 
students last year. 50 cents per 
page, double-spaced copy. 
Footnotes per page, 25 cents 
extra. Anything typed—term 
papers, theses, reports, outlines, 
carbon sets, master units, Call 
764-5457, ask for Mrs. Barney 
Dickerson from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. or go by Statesboro Auto 
Parts Co. (behind Winn-Dixie). 
Typing is done by Marcia Mixon. 
WANTED: Someone who has 
enough talent to sketch far-out 
scenes for use in planetarium. All 
drawings to be used in a special 
show; you will be given all credit. 
Come by Planetarium M-F11-1 or 
callBarbi Taylor: Olliff 143, Ext. 
207, or Marshall Turner: Dorman 
302W. 
Letters 
Continued from page 5. 
These office hours are also 
posted outside the CUB office for 
student reference. We would like 
to encourage anyone interested in 
our activities to come by and 
talk—any comments or company 
are welcome. 
Melissa Rice 
Schedule Of Events 
Thursday, February 27       PIRG Movies-Biology Lecture Hall-7:00: 
p.m. • 
Masquers'  Production  "MacBeth"-; 
McCroan Auditorium-8:15 p.m. • 
:•:• Friday, February 28 
:•:• Saturday, March 1 
:•:• Sunday, March 2 
8 Monday, March 3 
:•:• Tuesday, March 4 
I ^-^ 
:•:• Wednesday, March 5 
Tennis Meet-Men: GSC vs. Valdosta •:■ 
State-Hanner Tennis Courts-2:00 p.m.       ■:• 
Movie "Klute"-Biology Lecture Hall-:-: 
8:00 p.m. :•: 
Art Exhibit from Georgia State Faculty- •:] 
Foy Gallery-1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. :•: 
Basketball-Men-GSC vs. Old Dominion:;: 
University-Hanner  Fieldhouse-7:00  p.m.:;: 
Baseball Game:GSC vs. West Virginia :} 
Tech-Hanner Baseball Field-l:00 p.m.      j:; 
Video-tape program "Lenny Bruce :•: 
Without Tears"-Williams Coffeehouse-:• 
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ::. 
GSC Concert Band-Foy Recital Hall-8:15 :| 
p.m. :• 
Women's Film-Biology Lecture Hall 9:00 \ 
p.m. 
CUB Concert "Marshall Tucker Band"-:! 
Hanner Fieldhouse. :• 
Art Exhibit from Georgia State j 
University Faculty-Foy gallery-l:00 p.m. :• 
to 5:00 p.m. :[ 
Recruitment: Ernst and Ernst-Williams:; 
109-9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m :■ 
J V 
It's the 
Dotil«d under tho authority of Th« Coca-Cola Company by 
Statesboro Coca-Cola Bottling Co. 
a •- 
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Duo Has Own Genre 
Don Cooper and John Silver performed at last week's Mississippi 
John's Coffeehouse in Williams Center. 
The duo's sound was a combination of folk, folk rock, rhythm and 
blues, and country. 
"Without hybrid guitars (amplified acoustic guitars), we achieve 
our own sound... and I love it!" Silver said. 
"It's like our own genre," Cooper said, "We can't really be fit into 
folk music or country." 
Cooper and Silver have been performing together for only about a 
month now, although they have known each other lor years and have 
performed on their own. They started jamming at a party after one of 
Cooper's performances in Ohio, liked their sound, and decided to go it 
together. Both sing, play, and write their music. 
Each song was rich in imagery and made the audience feel the 
emotion being expressed. One song especially enjoyed by the sparse 
audience was a Latin-rhythm song entitled "My Image Has Come." It 
was written when Cooper was thinking he would have to give up 
playing his guitar after his finger got chewed up in a dog fight. The 
song had no accompaniment with a lot of rhythmic clapping. 
'GodspelV Wins Admiration 
Despite Apparent Flaws 
HOURS: 
HON. thru SAT. 
4:00 to 18*0 
SUN. 
5:00 to IthOO 
"Godspell," a musical based on 
the gospel according to St. 
Matthew, was presented by the 
Savannah Experimental Theatre 
in the Foy Recital Hall last 
Saturday night. 
On the whole, the performance 
could be rated as fair. The 
inhibited stage movement of a 
few actors, as well as the over- 
exuberance of others to the point 
of not being able to hear lines, 
were detrimental factors. 
Another point not in their favor 
occurred during the beginning of 
the show. The actors were giving 
religious philosophies of such 
people as Socrates, Martin 
Luther, and Nietzsche, with the 
names of the philosophers 
printed in small letters on their 
shirts. However, if you did not 
know what was going on, or were 
not on the front row, the meaning 
was lost. During the in- 
termission, the mood of the play 
was broken by the over-done 
silliness of the actors yelling at 
one another, and doing stunts. 
Othewise the performance was 
enjoyable. The enthusiasm and 
funny ad-libbing won the 
audience's admiration. The 
emotion packed ending, when the 
followers were telling "Jesus" 
goodbye, was especially well- 
done. 
"Godspell" is the first 
production to be taken "on the 
road" by the Savannah Com- 
pany. As most of the actors are 
17, the travelling is limited to the 
weekends. They will be per- 
forming at Ft. Stewart, Hunter 
AFB, and St. Simon's. 
Michael Bodziner, who played 
Jesus, is Jewish. He says mat 
"Godspell" has led him to ex- 
plore Christianity from an 
educational point of view. "This 
show is taken from the in- 
dividual's interpretation - you 
don't have to see my character as 
Jesus, just as a great teacher." 
After an enthusiastic standing 
ovation, Bodziner said, "Some 
nights are more fun to do than 
others, and this one meant a lot to 
me." The others, though, said 
that they had received a standing 
ovation every night but one. 
%t^ 
Sunday Night Special 
No. 1 Steak     $2 
flag. $2 929 ONLY 
OUR B4ND6 HNE FEELINGS 
Feelings that are for you alone when you 
try on one of the Orange Blossom "Soft 
Touch" wedding bands. Each wedding band 
contains the "Soft Touch" inner contour, 
which makes it the most uniquely comfortable 
ring you can buy. Try one on and feel the 
difference, because for you the time is now. 
"Soft Touch" wedding rings are available in 
2mm to 12mm, in either 14K white or 
yellow gold. 
Prestige Jeweler   § "Wj^l TWh £* W 
Uptown 
Since 1892 
23  South  Main  St. 
I'siRf FIGHT -tin- george-anne- Thuisday, February 27, 1975 
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ORGANIZATIONS J 
t 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Through many years of 
waiting, Pi Kappa Phi has 
acquired housing. Six brothers 
moved in a section of Hampton 
Hall in Windsor Village on 
February 6. Seven more brothers 
will move in the Spring. The 
house consists of twelve 
bedrooms, five showers, a kit- 
chen, a storage room, and a 
chapter room. We invite anyone 
to come and look at our new 
house. 
We would like to recognize four 
new brothers: Russell Gilliam, 
Wendell Lee, Jimmy Moore, and 
Kevin Stowell. 
Winter Quarter Rush yielded Pi 
Kappa Phi four new pledges. 
They are: Henry Powell, 
Waycross, Ga.: Perry Garmen, 
Augusta, Ga.; Marshall Smith, 
Conyers, Ga.; and Vic Swan, 
Wrens, Ga. 
We also elected two new Little 
Sisters. They are Ellen Blanko 
and Jane Smith. 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Alpha Xi Delta held initiations 
this past weekend. Those 
initiated were Debra Ballard: 
Vicki Carp; Jo Anne Everett; 
Debbie Hollis; Carole Houendick, 
Best Pledge; Donna Jenkins, 
Carol Newton, Best Scrapbook; 
and Denise Roberts. On Saturday 
night a banquet was held at the 
Holiday Inn to honor the new 
initiates. Awards were presented 
to the new initiates and the 
Sisters.for Scholarship. The 
award for the Sister with the 
highest GPA went to Lu Ann 
Neal. The Big Sister-Little Sister 
award for the highest GPA went 
to Debbie Newsome and Lu Ann 
Neal. Other sisters with a GPA of 
3.0 and above were presented 
with a small trophy. These were: 
Brenda Quinn, Debbie Hollis, 
Sandy Elms, Tina Adamcak, 
Becky Hutchins, Jan Wells, 
Suzanne Payne, Debbie 
Newsome, Micki Everette, 
Barbara Luirs, Ann Belle, and 
Candi Robison. 
Alpha Xi Delta helped collect 
for the March of Dimes. Tina 
Adamcak was named to Who's 
Who Among American Colleges 
and Universities. Debbie Hollis is 
a Delta Tau Delta Little Sister. 
The Sisters have also chosen to 
sponsor a child living in India as 
part of our philanthropy projects 
for this year. 
Kappa Delta 
The sisters of Kappa Delta 
Sorority observed White Rose 
Week from February 16 through 
February 22. The entire week 
was filled with special activities 
for the new initiates. The 
following women were initiated: 
Cynthia Cannon, Jo Delle 
Davidson, Renee Fowler, Donna 
Gordon, Mimi Hazen, Alice Lee 
Johnson, Laura Miller, Susan 
Prosser, Kathy Rosser, Donna 
Whittle, and Donna Wiggins. 
On Sunday, February 23, we 
attended the services of the 
Brooklet Methodist Church. 
Afterwards a banquet was held in 
honor of the new sisters, and 
awards were presented. The 
Scholarship Award went to 
Donna Goardon and Renee 
Fowler. Outstanding Pledge 
Award went to Mimi Hazen. Best 
Scrapbook went to Donna Gor- 
don. 
Kappa Delta helped with the 
Women's Basketball Tournament 
last weekend by serving refresh- 
ments to the players and 
ushering. 
Phi Mu 
Phi Mu's new officers for 1975 
are as follows: Pam Stewart - 
President; Karen Lee - Vice 
President; Sharon Lee 
Secretary; Connie Coley - 
Treasurer; Denise Watson - Phi 
Director; Lynn Stevenson - 
Panhellenic; and Mary Griffiths. 
During winter quarter Phi Mu 
initiated 12 girls into our 
Sisterhood: Janet Smith, Crystol 
Ward, Liz Cheatham, Debbie 
Kyker, Kay Kaney, Cyndee 
Wallace, Cindy Kennedy, Kim 
Harris, Vicki Eberhart, Linda 
Turner and Kathy Clark. 
Janet Smith has recently been 
elected Sigma Chi "Little 
Sigma", and nominee for Sigma 
Chi Sweetheart. She was also 
voted "Best Pledge." Phi Mu's, 
Pledges, and Big Brothers en- 
joyed a Valentine's Day covered- 
dish supper honoring our three 
winter pledges: Susan Anderson, 
Cathy Brown, and Angela 
Hautman. 
Our Miss Georgia Southern 
Contestants are Janet Smith and 
Denise Watson. 
Kappa Sigma 
Tonight, by popular demand, 
Crab Soccer returns to the 
Hanner Fieldhouse during 
halftime of the basketball game 
against Jacksonville University. 
If you saw it the first time, you 
know how great it was. If you 
missed it, don't let the highlight 
of your life slip by again. Be sure 
to be one of the hundreds of Eagle 
fans participating in tonight's 
Eagle victory and enjoying Crab 
Soccer. 
Our basketball team has 
assured themselves of a winning 
season by increasing their record 
to 7-2 last week and with only one 
game remaining. 
Richard Bush, Randy Hitz, 
Woody Johnson, Jeff Joyner, 
Jack Lauder, Butch Akers, Mike 
Willyoung, and Ronnie Beers are 
new initiates. 
SME 
The Student Chapter of 
Manufacturing Engineers held 
its February meeting last 
Thursday night. Mr. Clark 
DeLoach, Senior Industrial 
Engineer at Brooks Instrument 
was the guest speaker. He spoke 
on the duties and responsibilities 
of Industrial Engineers and gave 
personal examples of problems 
and experiences he has faced as 
an engineer. 
SME's March meeting will be 
held March 6,1975 at the Carruth 
Building. Dr. Keith Hickman, 
Professor of Industrial Design 
here at GSC, will be our speaker 
for this meeting. The election of 
the 1975-76 officers will also be 
held at this meeting. All In- 
dustrial and Engineering majors 
are encouraged to attend our next 
meeting. 
Delta Zeta 
February 10 was Delta Zeta's 
seventh anniversary on the 
Georgia Southern campus. Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity sent us an 
anniversary cake. Last Wed- 
nesday night Delta Zeta hosted a 
Valentine's party for the alums. 
Formal pledging was held 
Wednesday night for Susan 
Wheatley, Widget Bennett, and 
Gail Toulson. After pledging Big 
Sisters were received: Gail 
Toulson-Sydney Learning, 
Widget Bennett-Debra Adams, 
and Susan Wheatley-Susan 
Rushing. 
Sigma Nu 
Sigma Nu fraternity recently 
completed rush with eleven bids 
being picked up. New pledges 
are: Chuck Patrick, Ken Ergle, 
Andy Hundley, Lefty Garner, 
Rod Freeman, Steve Welton, 
Doug Bush, George Umberger, 
Marty Williams, Bob Raysor, and 
Doug Ivey. 
Sigma Nu also named new 
Little Sisters this quarter. They 
are: Gayle Webb, Sylvia 
Walburn, Kathy DeLoach, Leigh 
Steel, Patsy Edwards, Mary Jo 
Nations, Susan Busbee, Pam 
Patterson, Mary Dell Shephard, 
Melanie Moss, Judy Imig, and 
Julie Williams. 
ASSOCIATED 
Let someone Behold 
vour Beauty in a 
color or 
black & white 
portrait. 
Call or come by for an 
appointment   9a.m. til noon 
and 1p.m. til 6p.m. 
LMonday thru Saturday 
Telephone 764-2425 
UNIVERSITY PLAZA 
10% discount to GSC Students 
Southern 
Comfort 
^ 
By Michael Thompson 
G-A Features Editor 
A brother of another color? 
A number of weeks ago a black student attended a smoker spon- 
sored by one of the fraternities here hoping to receive a bid. I have 
been told that he was a friend of several members of this particular 
fraternity. His desire to pledge then was understandable. His failure to 
receive a bid is not. 
I realize that I am treading rocky ground at this point since it is 
impossible to prove that racial prejudice was the deciding factor, 
unless those who voted for rejection were to admit it openly. It is my 
belief that it was, however, having spoken with one of two members of 
the fraternity who resigned positions as a result of that meeting. If I 
am right and unless God intervenes it falls to one to damn the guilty. It 
is not my concern who they are but that they are. 
Should you suspect that I am attacking this or any fraternity's 
system or actions let me correct you. I am not. Despite the fact that I 
personally have no interest at all in the Greek system, I have no 
argument with those who do. Bigots of any kind disgust me, however. 
These particular individuals (those who could not accept a 
"brother" of another color, merely because he was another color) not 
only damaged the reputation of the Greek system and their own 
brothers by their pathetic attitude, but possibly destroyed the respect 
that one black student once held for members of another race. 
That alone may not seem very important to some. But it is the 
contagious inability of certain persons to accept others on an in- 
dividual basis that creates all group prejudices, racial or otherwise. 
Fraternities will never really be true brotherhoods it seems until they 
recognize all men as brothers.      ' 
Happy Trails, 
Cowboy 
RING DAY! 
With Freedom of Choice, Your 
Herff Jones Ring Specialist Will 
Be Here To Help You Personalize 
Your College Ring on Monday, 
March 3rd. At The  GSC BOOKSTORE 
Four 
Week 
Delivery 
Landrum Center 
ff 
HERFF JONES 
1411 NORTH CAPITOL 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46202 
LARGEST 
SELECTION  OF 
AlSC 
UK HMC 
rue 
EMX* 
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Masquers' 'Macbeth' Opens To Full House 
Ian Johnson, Treiiis Mullis, and Connie Boole portray witches in Macbeth. 
Macbeth opened its winter season last 
night in McCroan Auditorium before a full 
house. The Masquers' tragedy is under the 
direction of Dr. Robert West and Dr. David 
Ruifin. 
It features a massive set, designed by 
Dr. Richard Johnson, and costumes by 
Tony Nottoli. Music includes original 
electronic compositions by Dr. David 
Mathew. 
Advance tickets for general admission 
are available daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
at the McCroan box office and cost $1.50 
Student tickets are free with I.D. 
Macdull and Malcolm played by Tom Nolan and 
Ucmv Kowc. 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are played 
bv Call Dukes and Lynne Scruggs. 
ECONO WASH DR Y CLEAN 
*► & 
CORNER N. ZETTEROWER & U.S. 80 U 
* 
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS: 
Are you tired of wasting the time it fakes 
to wash your clothes every week? ECONO WASH has the 
solution to your problem. Save time and money - Bring your 
laundry to us - We wash dry and fold or hang for 20' per Lb 
ALSO SAVE ON DRY CLEANING 
By the Pound or by the Piece: 
Shirts   60* EA. 
Skirts   60' EA. 
Pants   60c EA. 
Sweaters   60' EA. 
Suits   $1.25 EA. 
Jackets $1.00 EA. 
Sportcoat   $1.00 EA. 
Top Coat   $1.50 EA. 
4 lbs. 
6 lbs. 
8 lbs. 
10 lbs 
12 lbs 
$2.00 
$2.80 
$3.50 
$4.25 
$5.00 
3 HOUR SERVICE 
Monday thru Saturday 
8:00 A.M. — 6:00 P.M. 
Phone   764-4860 
For Further Information 
things 
you like 
have names 
you can 
count on... 
CDlleqetDNrv 
TREES AND CLOUDS . . . 
these are a few of our favor- 
ite Spring things. College- 
Town lets you keep the 
beauty of nature with you in 
a long sleeve print shirt fea- 
turing a tree and cloud motif. 
100% nylon knit in S-M-L. 
Looks great showing beneath 
a short sleeve jacket with 
wrap tie and matching stitched 
crease pants, in 100% Dacron 
polyester sharkskin. For your 
selection, in peach, Spring 
yellow, Spring green or Spring 
blue, sized 5-6 to 15-16. 
UPTOWN STATESB0RQ 
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GSC  Baseball   Season To Open March 2 
"You might say that our team 
is strongest in two categories- 
team speed and pitching. We 
have probably as much speed as 
any college team in the nation, 
and our pitching staff may be one 
of the best around." 
Those were the words of 1973 
NCAA Baseball Coach-of-the- 
Year and head baseball coach at 
Georgia Southern, Ron Polk, as 
he reflected some thoughts on the 
upcoming baseball season. 
The Eagles face a demanding 
61-game schedule beginning 
March 2 in Statesboro against 
West Virginia Tech. Once again 
Georgia Southern will face some 
of the best competition in the 
nation, including perennial 
District Three powers South 
Carolina, Florida State, and 
Jacksonville. 
Polk's Eagles lost 10 members 
from last year's 47-14 squad, and 
he doesn't see how the offensive 
punch of a year ago can be 
duplicated. 
"We just don't have the power 
we had last year," said Polk. "In 
fact, I doubt that we'll hit 10 home 
runs all season. I think we have a 
good college offensive ball club, 
with better-than-average hitting, 
but our team speed and pitching 
will probably overshadow our 
offense." 
"If we get on base, we'll win 
ball games because of our ability 
to steal bases; if not, we'll have to 
depend on our pitching to keep us 
in the games," he added. 
When Polk mentions offensive 
power, he has every right to do 
so, For the past two season, the 
Eagles have been one of the most 
explosive offensive teams in the 
nation.   In  1973  when   Georgia 
Southern finished sixth in the 
College World Series, the Eagles 
sported a team batting average 
of .310. In 1974 they neared the. 
300 mark with an impressive .294 
team average. 
Led by Ail-American Jim 
Morrison, seven Georgia 
Southern regulars topped the .290 
mark in 1974. 
The pitching statistics were 
equally impressive, as Eagle 
pitchers combined for an out- 
standing 2.23 team earned run 
average. Sparked by Pete Manos' 
1.25, seven Georgia Southern 
pitchers finished the season with 
earned run averages under 3.00. 
On Sunday the GSC baseball 
team will open its 1975 season 
with a double-header at home 
against West Virginia Tech. 
Coach Polk's outlook for the 
season is "very optimistic. The 
recent bad weather has at times 
presented a problem with 
practice schedules, but 
everything points to a banner 
season, with good pitching depth 
and excellent team speed." 
When asked about the line-up 
for the opener, Polk said," It all 
depends on whether West 
Virginia Tech start a right-orlef t- 
handed pitcher. There have been 
equal performance at many 
positions, and there is good depth 
at all positions. We'll go with 
whoever is hot at the time. Pete 
Manos (9-3 pitching last year) 
will start the first game. Bob 
Gerdes (7-4) will start the second 
game of the double-header, and 
Barry Beck.(8-3) will pitch in 
Monday's game." 
There are 13 returnee's from 
last year's 47-14 team. The other 
returning   pitchers   are   senior 
Ronnie Morris (1-0) and junior 
Jack VanDerSluys (5-0).- The 
Eagles have four new pitchers, 
all of whom are juniors. They are 
left-handers John Tudor and 
Scott Sundermeier, and right- 
handers Richard Hudson and 
Steve Perry. All the veretan 
pitchers are right-handers. 
Catching for the Eagles are 
senior Veterans Bobby Salter 
(who batted .251 last year), and 
Frank Ryan (.286), junior 
veteran Roger Miller (.143) and 
freshman Tom Kuzniaki, who is 
the only freshman to make the '75 
Eagles squad. 
At first base will be Rocky 
Weicht, a veteran junior who saw 
no action last year due to in- 
juries, and junior Curtis Fisher. 
At second base there will be 
junior Mike Moore (.213), who 
played in only 18 games last year 
because of injuries, and junior 
Benjie Moore. The team has 
three shortstops; veteran senior 
Rich Toth (. 271), and juniors Pete 
Pasquarosa and Larry Howser. 
On third base are two new 
players, Chris Royer and Tom 
Kotchman. 
The Eagle outfield will consist 
of senior Steve Garcia (.298), who 
was last year's designated hitter; 
sophomore Jamie Ivins (.271); 
and juniors Carl Gardener and 
Ray Boyer. 
Coach Polk had this to say 
about the new players. "Of- 
fensively I have seen much 
imDrovement     in      all      of 
r % 
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Intramural Championship Tonight 
The Men's Intramural 
Championship Basketball game 
will be played tonight prior to the 
Georgia Southern-Jacksonville 
game at 5:30. At deadline time, 
seven of the eight teams who 
were in the playoffs were known. 
This includes the winner and 
runner-up from the four leagues. 
In League A the winner was the 
Green Machine with a perfect 
slate of 9 wins. The. runner-up is 
the Afro-American team which 
linished 8-1. Their loss was to the 
Green Machine 44-43. 
From League B the FuFu Dogs 
emerged as champs with a 7-1 
record. Spic-N-Span was also 7-1 
but were defeated by the FuFu 
Dogs for the top spot. 
League C had Coastal States as 
its top team with either the Pro- 
Kids or Phi Epsilon Kappa for 
second. Their game Monday 
night decided the runner-up spot. 
And in League D, it was Sigma 
Chi who took it all with a 10-0 
record. Runner-up Phi Delta 
Theta was 8-1 before their 
scheduled game with Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Monday. Regardless of 
the outcome, they finished second 
by defeating Kappa Sigma, who 
was tied with them. 
i 
♦ 
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BOOK SALE 
30% — 60% Off jtfi 
365  WAYS  TO   SEDUCE Q* v     ^fS 
YOUR  OWN   HUSBAND *j£        ^ 
i HAROLD ZLlCK$  °»*Ml  Co. \ 
COtON/At M*NSloNs 
THE   NEEDLEWORK   BOOK 
THE   YEARS   ART   (1969-70) 
200  MODERN   CHESS  TRAPS 
KECORD 
°F  POEMS 
LANIER'S 
newcomers. The lack of outside 
practice leaves some doubts 
about timing, but I think the team 
will get the job done better than I 
originally thought." 
Some of the players had 
varying thoughts on the season. 
Pitcher Bob Gerdes said, "I think 
we'll have a tremendous year. A 
team is only as good as its pit- 
ching staff, and we would be 
stronger if we could get outside." 
Shortstop Rich Toth said, 
"Potentially we are a better team 
than last year's team, which was 
a good one." 
The 1975 season? We'll have to 
wait and see. 
INSTANT MARTS 
THE INSTANT MAN 
IS AN EAGLE FAN 
" — You've Made It! But You Never Have - 
-   You Have To Start All Over Again. 
But I Believe You Are Always 
As Good As Your Potential." 
Marilyn Monroe 
Come Over Between Innings 
And Ask About 
Our Baseball Special 
Fair Road - 
College and Jones - 
West Main 
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Marty Fischer 
Let's Talk 
Sports 
GSC Golf Team Opens 
At Seminole Invitational 
Just let me say a word or two about this week's events at Georgia 
Southern. The basketball season will be ending March 3 in Bir- 
mingham, Alabama with Georgia Southern taking on Samford 
University. The Eagles will play their last home game March 1 
against Old Dominion, one of the top-rated college division teams in 
the nation. Prior to that game, Georgia Southern will face powerful 
Jacksonville University in the Hanner Fieldhouse February 27. 
John Vail, John Baker and Jim Clark will be playing their last 
games in Eagle uniforms in those games, and I think they deserve 
your support. 
The men's and women's tennis teams open with home matches 
today and tomorrow. The women face Florida State today, and the 
men play host to Valdosta State tomorrow. Both matches will begin at 
2:00 p.m. 
The baseball season will begin Sunday at 1:00 p.m. as the Eagles 
play West Virginia Tech in a doubleheader at Eagle Field. 
Be sure to try and catch some or all of these events. It will be well 
worth your time to see some of Georgia Southern's fine athletes in 
action. 
Let me also congratulate Linda Crowder and her staff for a job well 
done in hosting the state women's collegiate basketball tournament. 
And congratulations go out to the Lady Eagle basketball team for their 
good showing in the tournament and a generally excellent showing all 
season long. 
Don't forget the athletic events upcoming this week. Until later... 
Yours in sports, 
Marty Fischer 
Coach Ron Roberts will unveil 
his 1975 Georgia Southern golf 
team this weekend at the Sixth 
Annual Seminole Invitational 
Golf Classic in Tallahassee, Fla. 
The tournament will start on 
Friday morning, Feb. 28, and 
continue through Sunday, March 
2, at the Florida State University 
golf course. 
In addition to Southern, other 
top teams competing in the 
tournament include Alabama, 
L.S.U., Georgia, Florida, and 
Auburn. 
The Eagles', strength this 
season will lie in their overall 
team depth. However, it won't 
show this early in the season, 
according to Roberts. "Since 
they'll only be taking the top four 
scores in this tournament, I don't 
think this will be a good test of 
our depth. Later in the season, 
when they count the scores of the 
top five, that's when it will 
show." 
"We've been getting good 
consistency from our top six men 
right now," continued Roberts. 
"And we only lost one man from 
last year's squad." 
Three new faces appear in the 
top six this year for GSC. They 
are junior college transfers Gary 
Durem and Greg Wolff. Al 
Fortney is the only freshman in 
the group. 
Seniors Buddy Alexander and 
Bill Mitchell and sophomore Ken 
Krieger are the returning 
veterans from last year's team 
that went as high as fourth 
in the rankings before slipping 
back to eighth before the NCAA 
tinals 
Alter 18 qualifying rounds, the 
difference between the number 
one and number six man is less 
than one stroke. That is definitely 
a good indication of the Eagles' 
strength. 
After this weekend's tour- 
nament, Georgia Southern will 
travel to Pinehurst, N.C., for the 
Pinehurst Invitational next 
weekend. 
Eagles To Host JU Tonight; 
Netters Face Blazers Tomorrow 
Steve Norman, GSC Gymnast 
Looking For Silver Lining 
The Georgia Southern 
basketball squad will complete 
its 1974-75 season this week, while 
the men's tennis team opens its 
season. 
Coach    Larry    Chapman's 
basketball Eagles will try to get 
back on the winning track as they 
host always-tough Jacksonville 
University Thursday night in the 
Hanner Fieldhouse beginning at 
7:30 p.m. The Eagles will close 
out their home schedule Saturday 
night when they face Old 
Dominion.   Monday   they   face 
Samiord   University   in   Bir- 
mingham, Alabama to close out 
the season. 
Joe Blankenbaker's netters 
open their regular season 
tomorrow against Valdosta State 
at the tennis courts, beginning at 
2 p.m. 
Steve Norman, a top all-around 
performer and a familiar face on 
the Georgia Southern gymnastics 
squad for the past three years, 
has been red-shirted for the 1974- 
SieVi' Norman 
75 season. 
It comes as a result of a 
sprained wrist and dislocated 
thumb injury he incurred at the 
Peachstate Invitational in mid- 
December. 
"You can't take a person of 
Steve's ability away from a team 
and not hurt it," said coach Ron 
Oertley. "I've always seen great 
potential in him; probably more 
than Steve himself. As a result of 
his performance at the In- 
vitational, in which he scored in 
the nine's in four of six events, he 
indicated to me that he was ready 
to reach a higher level of 
achievement than he had ever 
attained before." 
After finding out the severity of 
the injury, Oertley and Norman 
decided that it would be best for 
Norman to be red-shirted for this 
season and use it as an extensive 
training period. 
Watching his teammates 
compete without him has been a 
trying experience for the red- 
headed junior. "I don't like sit- 
ting around and watching 
everyone else work out," he said. 
But Norman sees a silver lining 
in a dark cloud, so to speak. "To 
me it's an advantage, since I'll be 
here an extra year and have time 
to accomplish things I wouldn't 
have otherwise been able to." 
"Through dedicated work, total 
effort, and some luck, Steve has 
the potential to make a national 
or international team 
representing the U.S.," said 
Oertley. 
However, Norman has other 
aspirations also—the Olympics. 
"That's really the only goal I've 
got—the only one I've ever had." 
A&R 
States bow's new and modern, 
coin-operated, complete laundry. 
Self-service or fluff-dried for you. 
Men's and Ladie's alterations. 
Hiway 301 N. 
Across from Goldkist Peanut Co. 
764-5423 . 
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Sandwich Bar $1.95 
build your own sandwich 
11:00 A.M.— 2:00 P.M. 
Monday thru Friday 
LIVE Entertainment NIGHTLY 
Monday thru Saturday 
8:00- 11:30 P.M. 
Your Favorite Beverages Available 
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Replenish Your Spring 
Wardrobe 
With 
* Jeans 
* Tops and 
* Knit Shirts 
By 
bod, Resilio, Thane and Munsingwear 
THE SIR SHOP 
7wrong reasons 
for having a baby: 
1. "You're married a year 
now. When are you going 
to give us grandchildren ?" 
2. "You want to have a kid, 
Evelyn? All right, we'll 
have a kid. Maybe that'll 
patch things up." 
3.    Why knock myself out 
working when I can have 
a baby?" 
4. I bet my parents would 
send us money if we had 
a baby..." 
5.    Heh-heh, hey Frankie, 
what are you and Margie 
waiting for? 
6. "We only want two kids. 
But if we don't have a boy 
we'll keep trying!" 
7. "Sure I want babies. What 
else is a woman for?" 
Photos by Leonard Nones 
These are just seven of the many 
wrong reasons for having a baby. 
There's only one right reason: 
because you really want one. 
And the right time is when you 
want one. When the baby can be a 
welcome addition, not an accidental 
burden. 
Unfortunately lots of people who 
think they know how to go about birth 
planning don't. (Research statistics 
show that more than half the preg- 
nancies each year are accidental!) 
That's not having babies for 
wrong reasons. 
That's just being wrong. 
Planned Parenthood 
Children by choice. Not chance. 
For further information, write 
Planned Parenthood, Box 431, 
Radio City Station, N.Y., N.Y*. 10019 
advertising contributed for the public good 
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